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Abstract—This paper presents a methodology for learning
taxonomic relations from a set of documents that each explain
one of the concepts. Three different feature extraction approaches
with varying degree of language independence are compared in
this study. The first feature extraction scheme is a languageindependent approach based on statistical keyphrase extraction,
and the second one is based on a combination of rule-based
stemming and fuzzy logic-based feature weighting and selection.
The third approach is the traditional tf-idf weighting scheme
with commonly used rule-based stemming. The concept hierarchy
is obtained by combining Self-Organizing Map clustering with
agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Experiments are conducted
for both English and Finnish. The results show that concept
hierarchies can be constructed automatically also by using
statistical methods without heavy language-specific preprocessing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
An ontology is a directed graph consisting of concepts
as nodes and relations as the edges between the nodes. A
well-defined ontology has names for the concepts and specify
what kind of relation there is between the concepts. The
ontology is represented using a formal language, such as
DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) or Web Ontology
Language (OWL). With the use of the formal language, axioms
can be specified to determine validity and to define constraints
in ontologies. Ontologies are used widely in different Natural
Language Processing (NLP) applications: examples are word
sense disambiguation [1], annotating images [2], assessing text
difficulty [3], and monitoring disease epidemics by analysing
textual reports from the Web [4].
Creation of ontologies has obvious benefits, since it appears
ideal that all systems within some domain would use similar
terminologies and shared ontologies. The continuous change
of conceptual systems through innovations and other activities
requires that also ontologies need to be updated. The costs
related to ontologies stem from two main sources: the development of a shared conceptual system and the use of it [5].
The development of an ontology typically consists of defining
the concepts and the relationships between the concepts. The
typical stages of an ontology building process are the following
[6]: (1) domain analysis resulting into the requirements specification, (2) conceptualization resulting into the conceptual
model, (3) implementation that leads into the specification
of the conceptual model in the selected representation lan-
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guage, and (4) the ontology population i.e. the generation of
instances and their alignment to the model that results into the
instantiated ontology. Ontology maintenance includes getting
familiar with and modifying the ontology. Reuse involves costs
for the discovery and reuse of existing ontologies in order to
generate a new ontology [6]. Simperl et al. [7] present a cost
estimation model for ontology engineering. They estimate the
person months associated to building, maintaining and reusing
ontologies calculated as the product of the size of the ontology.
Ontologies have been mainly created manually but since
the cost of manual creation is huge, also automated ways
have been studied, often using methods developed originally
for other fields of science. Ontology learning is the process
of identifying terms, concepts, taxonomic and non-taxonomic
relations and optionally axioms from natural language text and
using them to construct and maintain an ontology.
In this paper, we assume that we have a set of text
documents, each describing a concept in natural language. We
extract taxonomic relations between the described concepts by
using a selection of feature extraction methods and clustering
the resulting feature vectors. This approach is automatic and
easily portable to other domains and languages since it needs
just a set of dictionary-like pages or documents as resources.
One of our approaches is language-independent while the
others use some language-dependent preprocessing steps.
A. Related work
Learning or extracting taxonomic relations means finding
hypernymies between concepts with the goal of constructing a
concept hierarchy. On the other hand, non-taxonomic relations
are other than hyponymic relations between concepts in an
ontology including e.g., synonymy and antonymy.
Taxonomic relations have been extracted automatically for
a long time: Amsler created automatically a taxonomy for English nouns and verbs using dictionary definitions [8]. Hearst
introduced lexico-syntactic patterns that indicate hyponymy
relations [9]. Those have been further used for taxonomy
learning e.g. in [10], [11]. Taxonomies have been learned also
from Wikipedia by using the Wikipedia categories as concepts
in a semantic network, connectivity of the network and on
applying lexico-syntactic patterns [12]. Statistical methods
for extraction of taxonomic relations have been covered in
[13] including hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering,
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similarity measures and different linking schemes. [14] introduced their guided agglomerative hierarchical clustering
algorithm that create concept hierarchies from text collections
exploiting a hypernym oracle. The oracle exploits hypernyms
from WordNet and using the Hearst lexico-syntacic patterns
matched in a corpus or Internet. [15] proposed a clustering
approach for taxonomy learning that incorporates evidence
from multiple classifiers to optimize the entire structure of
the taxonomy.
Also a combination of natural language processing tools
have been used in extracting relations from text. A massive approach uses lemmatiser, syntactic parser, part-of-speech tagger,
pattern-based classification and word sense disambiguation
models together with resources such as domain ontology,
knowledge base, and lexical databases [16]. Another approach
is an unsupervised model for learning arbitrary relations between concepts of an ontology [17]. The approach uses corpus
of manually tagged named entities, corresponding to ontology
concepts and syntactic patterns.
In a recent work [18] the variety of ontology and concept
hierarchy learning have been explained comprehensively. The
work also introduces the Tree-traversing Ants (TTA) clustering
technique for learning taxonomic relations. TTA is based on
dynamic tree structures and it adopts a two-pass approach for
term clustering. During the first pass, nodes are recursively
broken into sub-nodes using Normalized Google Distance
(NGD). The second pass is a refinement phase where terms are
relocated according to n-degree of Wikipedia (noW) measure
that uses Wikipedia Categories information.
The problem of the current methods is that they use of
a wide range of language-specific tools, dictionaries or ontologies and thus exporting to new languages or domains is
difficult or in some cases even impossible due to the lack of
resources. The work by Wong seems to be more independent
of the used language but instead needs access to Google and
Wikipedia.

B. Our contribution
Our methodology can use any encyclopedia entries or other
topic-related documents as definitions of concepts and creates
taxonomic relations based on this data alone. No access to
online sources is needed after the collection of the document set. Our methodology uses a very small amount of
language-specific information and is thus easily portable to
other languages. Other works that use Wikipedia use mostly
the category information as concepts for taxonomy learning.
Instead, we use the Wikipedia articles as concepts. Wikipedia
articles have been used as concepts also in [19] but they do not
create taxonomies but only measure relatedness between words
or documents. In the existing work, term extraction methods
are usually used for extraction of labels for concepts in the
ontology, but we use keyphrase extraction for selection of a
relatively small amount of terms for document representation.
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II. M ETHODS
We propose a methodology to generate taxonomic relations
or concept hierarchies automatically from a set of encyclopedia documents. Each document is a description of a concept
(the same assumption is made e.g. in [19]). These concepts are
on the lowest level of the ontology and we aim to cluster the
documents hierarchically to obtain an ontological structure of
the concepts. Our methodology for generation of taxonomic
relations consists of two basic steps: 1) feature extraction and
2) hierarchical clustering of the feature vectors. The result is
a hierarchical structure generated according to the contents of
the text documents.
In this study, generation of taxonomic relations is carried out
for both English and Finnish languages. Finnish is a highly
agglutinative language and as such relatively different from
English. By using this language pair in our experiments we
want to show that our methodology is further exploitable for
several other languages.
A. Feature extraction
Feature extraction aims to reduce input data dimensionality,
extracting the relevant information and removing redundancies. Traditional document representations are built over the
Vector Space Model (VSM) [20], using term weighting functions based on term and document frequencies. The weighting
is supposed to reflect the importance of each word to represent
a particular document in the context of a document collection
or corpus.
We propose three different approaches for document representation. One of them is a combination of heuristic criteria
exploiting document structure by means of fuzzy logic. The
second approach utilizes a statistical keyphrase extraction
method to automatically extract features for document representation. The third method is the traditional tf-idf term
weighting function that is also used as a baseline for our study.
These representations are selected to compare how purely
statistical method performs compared to a more heuristic
method that gathers extra knowledge from the documents’
meta information.
1) Fuzzy combination of criteria: When a human reader
tries to understand the contents of a document, his or her
attention is focused on some particular elements. Title or
emphasized words are usually considered more important than
the rest of the document. Moreover, the first and the last
parts of a document usually contain overviews, summaries or
conclusions with important keywords.
A fuzzy logic-based representation called Extended Fuzzy
Combination of Criteria (efcc) [21] aims to exploit the semantics reflected by the use of a specific subset of HTML
tags. The main idea is to define the importance of each
word by combining several heuristic criteria. These criteria
are related to word frequencies in the whole document, in
titles, in emphasized text segments, or in first or last parts
of a document. If similar information is available, the efcc
approach can be used with any kind of document, not only
with HTML-encoded documents.
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The fuzzy system is built over the concept of linguistic
variable, which value can be defined using natural language
words and fuzzy sets. Each variable describes the membership
degree of an object to a particular class. In the efcc approach,
they are defined from human expert knowledge based on word
frequencies mentioned above. Then, the knowledge base is
defined by a set of IF-THEN rules combining these variables,
in order to describe system behaviour as much precisely as
possible. The aim of these rules is to combine one or more
input fuzzy sets (antecedents), associating them with another
output fuzzy set (consequent). Once the consequents of each
rule have been calculated, and after an aggregation stage, the
final set is obtained.
In this way, the knowledge used to build the rules is based
on the following simple ideas: (1) A word appearing in the
title or emphasized should appear in any other criterion to
be considered important; (2) Words appearing in the first or
last part of a document could be more important than others,
because documents usually contain summaries or relevant
ideas to attract reader’s interest; (3) A non-emphasized word
could mean that no words are emphasized in the web page;
(4) A word not appearing in the title may indicate that the
page has no title or the title has no meaning, i.e. it does not
enclose relevant words; (5) High frequency of a word in a
page could be important when the previous criteria are not
enough to choose the most relevant words.
Some samples of these rules are (the rest can be found
in [21]):
TABLE I
S AMPLE RULES
IF Title == High AND emph == High
THEN relevance = Very relevant
IF Title == High AND emph == Medium AND Position == Preferential
THEN relevance = High relevance
IF Title == High AND emph == Medium AND Position == Standard
THEN relevance = Medium relevance
...
IF Frequency == Medium
THEN relevance = Medium relevance

The inference engine is based on a center of mass algorithm
(COM) that weights the output of each fired rule taking into
account the truth degree of its antecedent. The output is
a linguistic label with an associated number related to the
relevance of a specific word in the page. A more detailed
explanation of the fuzzy system can be found in ( [21], [22]
and [23]).
In addition to the efcc term weighting function, also inverse
document frequency idf is used (equation 1).
idfi = log

|D|
|{d : ti ∈ d}|

(1)

Where D is the total number of documents, and the denominator represents the number of documents containing the
term i in the collection.
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This modification of efcc aims to penalize those words
appearing in a high number of documents due to the fact that
Wikipedia pages are template-based and, therefore, there are
terms appearing in each and every page (equation 2).
(efcc-idf)i,j = efcci,j × idfi

(2)

Where efcci,j is the relevance value obtained by means of
the fuzzy system for a term i in a document j.
Moreover, discarding terms appearing in less documents
than a particular percentage of the whole collection size can
alleviate the effect of idf over too discriminative terms. If a
concrete term appears in less than 4 documents, it is removed.
This approach is called df-efcc-idf. Other intermediate variants
were tested, like using just efcc values and the one shown in
equation 2, but the results were uniformly worse.
To reduce the dimensionality of document vectors by selecting the most important features, we use the Most Frequent
Terms until n level (mft) reduction method. This method
consists of ranking the terms document by document based
on the term weighting function values. A separate ranking
is created for each document. In the first step, we will take
terms appearing in the first position of each document ranking,
ordering them first based on how many times a term has been
found in different document rankings, and then, if two or more
terms appear the same number of times in different rankings,
based on the maximum weight found for each term. If we do
not have terms enough, then we will take the terms appearing
in second position in each ranking, and so forth.The process
stops when the desired number of terms has been reached.
2) Statistical keyphrase extraction: The second feature extraction approach Likey [24] comes from the tradition of statistical machine learning. It extracts keyphrases of a document
based on phrase frequencies. Likey does not use any languagedependent preprocessing tools or vocabularies and the only
language-specific component needed is a reference corpus in
each language. The basic idea in the method is to see whether
the relative frequency of term candidates in the document
collection is larger than their frequency in the reference corpus.
The Likey ratio [24] for each phrase is defined as
L(p, d) =

rankd (p)
,
rankr (p)

(3)

where rankd (p) is the rank value of phrase p in document
d and rankr (p) is the rank value of phrase p in the reference corpus. Phrases are all the n-grams of the document
up to a phrase length n. The rank values are the ordered
frequencies of the phrases of the same length; the phrase
having the largest frequency gets the rank of 1. In case of
the same frequency value the rank value also stays the same.
If the phrase p does not exist in the reference corpus the
value of the maximum rank for phrases of length n is used:
rankr (p) = max rankr (n) + 1. The Likey ratio is used to
order the phrases existing in each document with those phrases
having the smallest ratio being the best candidates for being
a keyphrase.
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As a post processing step, the phrases of length n > 1 face
an extra removal process. If the reference rank value rankr of
any of the single words constituting the phrase is smaller than
the rank of the whole phrase, that means, the word is more
common than the phrase, the phrase is removed. This uses the
assumption that the maximum rank value is usually smaller
for longer phrases than for unigrams since the frequencies of
longer phrases are lower. In addition, lower rated subphrases
of the existing keyphrase are also pruned.
The Likey ratio cannot be used directly as keyphrase weights
since the best keyphrases get the smallest Likey ratio values.
We thus scale the ratio to values between [0, 1], where values
closer to 1 are the best keyphrases. The scaled weights are
calculated with
(
( 1t − L(p, d)) ∗ t if L(p, d) < 1t
w2 (p) =
(4)
0
otherwise
where 1/t is the maximum Likey ratio taken into account.
3) Tf-idf term weighting: As our third feature extraction
method and also the baseline, we use the traditional tf-idf term
weighting scheme (equation 5).
(tf-idf)i,j = tfi,j × idfi

(5)

Where tfi,j is the number of times a given term i appears
in document j.
We weight the unigrams of each document with the other
documents as a reference. To reduce vector size, terms with
high and low document frequencies are discarded.
This is selected as the baseline method because it is a very
well known representation used nowadays in many fields like
clustering, classification, information retrieval, etc. Tf-idf has
also been used as a baseline in several unsupervised learning
and clustering works that combine VSM with Self-Organizing
Maps, e.g. [25], [26], and [27].
B. Hierarchical clustering
To learn the taxonomic relations between concepts, we
assume that each concept has a hypernym, i.e. a parent node.
Moreover, we assume that there is a maximum number of
distinct hypernyms among the concepts. The concepts are
represented by term feature vectors, and Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) [28] is used to create an ordered space of the concept
vectors. The SOM is an artificial neural network that orders
data using unsupervised learning. Even though the SOM is
a good method for reducing dimensionality and finding a
topological order of data, it does not perform the explicit
classification task. Because of this, hierarchical clustering of
the prototype vectors of the SOM is applied on the top of
the SOM map to define the borders of clusters. We use
agglomerative hierarchical binary clustering to produce up to
m clusters for the SOM map. The next levels are obtained by
training a new SOM separately for the feature vectors in each
cluster and using agglomerative hierarchical clustering for the
new SOM maps.

A K-level concept hierarchy is built by first assuming that
the zero-level data (concepts, i.e. term vectors) constitute the
zero-level cluster, i.e., the root node. The zero-level data are
then clustered into first-level clusters. The feature vectors in
each of the level k clusters are further clustered to get the
k + 1-level clusters and thus a more fine-grained clustering
until k = K. The level K concepts are then the original
concepts represented by the feature vectors. Somewhat similar approach is the growing Self-Organizing Map [29] and
further the growing hierarchical Self-Organizing Map [30].
The growing of the map in that case is based on variations of
Average Quantization Error, expanding single neurons instead
of clusters.
Another possibility in this study would have been to use
hierarchical clustering algorithm directly to the feature vectors
but that would have needed another method that reduces the
resulting binary tree into a small number of hierarchy levels.
C. Evaluation methodology
The evaluation of automatically generated ontologies may
concentrate on different levels: evaluation of the lexical layer,
hierarchy, or context level [31]. Four approaches for evaluating
ontologies have been considered in the literature: comparison
to a gold standard (which may itself be an ontology), evaluation as a part of an application, comparison to a source
data about the domain, and evaluation by humans [31]. We
follow the first approach and compare the generated conceptual
hierarchies to a manually constructed reference ontology.
To be able to compare the hierarchical structure to an
ontology, we label the concepts of the generated hierarchical
structure with the terms (concept names) in the reference
ontology. First, the topic of each text document is extracted
from the incorporated meta data of the documents. The topics
are used to label concepts on the lowest-level in the generated
concept hierarchy. Also the parents for each topic are extracted
from the reference ontology. The clusters on the generated
hierarchy act as the hypernyms (parent concepts) and they
are labeled according to the concepts forming the cluster. The
majority of the parents is selected as the label for the cluster,
i.e., the hypernym. In a case of two parent candidates of equal
sizes the hypernym is selected randomly.
Each label can exist only once in the hierarchy in evaluation.
Therefore, for labeling purposes, clusters having both the same
label and the same parent are merged. In a case where the
clusters with the same label have different parents, the cluster
having less concepts assigned with that label is considered as
unclassified. In a case of equal size, the unclassified cluster
is selected randomly. In this way, we penalize similar clusters
when they are far away, avoiding penalizing the errors due to
too fine-grained clustering.
We use the T Pcsc evaluation metrics [32] for evaluation
of the automatically generated ontologies. Also Wilks and
Brewster [33] and Brewster et al. [34] have performed their
evaluation by a gold standard using these metrics, but not using
reference labels. The experiments are focused on finding single
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concepts and their relations, and not the whole hierarchy as is
our case.
Dellshcaft and Staab [32] introduce T Pcsc , T Rcsc and
T Fcsc values for the evaluation of a concept hierarchy of
an ontology. The T Pcsc metric is a global taxonomic precision T P , which uses the common semantic cotopy csc.
The common semantic cotopy csc is defined as a set of
concept identifiers, which are sub concepts c <C1 c1 and
super concepts c >C1 c1 of the concept identifier c1 in concept
a hierarchy C1 and which are also concept identifiers in the
ontology O2
csc(c, O1 , O2 ) =
{ci |ci ∈ C1 ∩ C2 ∧ (ci <C1 c ∨ c <C1 ci )}.

(6)

Local taxonomic precision tpcsc compares common semantic
cotopies of concepts of c1 ∈ C1 and c2 ∈ C2
tpcsc (c1 , c2 , O1 , O2 ) =
|csc(c1 , O1 , O2 ) ∩ csc(c2 , O1 , O2 )|
.
|csc(c1 , O1 , O2 )|

(7)

The global taxonomic precision T Pcsc metric is based on local
taxonomic precision of the common concepts of a learned
ontology OC and the reference ontology. The value of T Pcsc
tells how many of the semantic relations of the learned
ontology can be found in the reference ontology
T Pcsc (OC , OR ) =
X
1
tpcsc (c, c, OC , OR ).
|CC ∩ CR |

(8)

T Rcsc (OC , OR ) = T Pcsc (OR , OC ).

(9)

c∈CC ∩CR

The global taxonomic recall T Rcsc metric is calcuated using
global taxonomic precision T Pcsc

The taxonomic F-measure T Fcsc is the harmonic mean of the
global taxonomic precision and recall.
T Fcsc (OC , OR ) =
2 · T Pcsc (OC , OR ) · T Rcsc (OC , OR )
T Pcsc (OC , OR ) + T Rcsc (OC , OR )

(10)

III. DATA
The data used in this study consists of a document collection
from Wikipedia that is used in learning of taxonomic relations,
evaluation data that is a manually constructed ontological
structure of the text documents, and a reference corpus for
the Likey keyphrase extraction method.
A. Wikipedia articles
The data for concept representation are collected as
HTML pages from the English1 and Finnish Wikipedia2.
The Wikipedia data are articles about animals (mammals and
birds) in both English and Finnish. The data are collected
manually using the meta information from both categories
1 http://en.wikipedia.org,
2 http://fi.wikipedia.org,

accessed on 12th January 2010
accessed on 13th August 2009

and information boxes. The data were collected originally for
Finnish such that the length of each article exceeds 200 words
to be able to extract keyphrases of sufficient quality, resulting
119 articles. The English articles are the Wikipedia-provided
translations of the Finnish articles, resulting 113 articles due
to five too short articles and one article that is linked from
two Finnish articles. These data sets are available on our web
pages.
B. Reference ontology
The evaluation data are collected from the Wikipedia articles. Most of the Wikipedia articles about animals contain a
separate meta information box explaining the scientific classification of the animal. This meta information is collected to
construct the reference ontology manually. In our evaluation,
we use a simplified version of the scientific classification: just
three levels of hierarchy are taken into account besides the
actual articles. The three levels were inherent in the document
collection and it is also the first non-trivial number of levels.
The Wikipedia articles are situated as the leaf nodes, located
on the third level of the reference ontology. Their topics are
about different Families, Subfamilies or Species, e.g. Black
Grouse, Galapagos Hawk and Jaguar. In the English reference
ontology there are 113 third-level concepts and in the Finnish
ontology 119 concepts. Each third-level concept has a super
concept on the second level, which consists of nine different
animal Orders (according to the scientific classification) in
both languages, e.g. the parent of Black Grouse is Order
Galliformes, Galapagos Hawk is of Order Accipitriformes and
Jaguar is of Order Carnivora (see Figure 1). There are two
concepts on the first level in both languages: the Classes
Mammalia (parent of e.g. Carnivora) and Aves (parent of e.g.
Accipitriformes and Galliformes). The root concept of both of
the reference ontologies is Kingdom Animalia. Both ontologies
have 5 subclasses (Orders) for Mammalia and 4 subclasses for
Aves. In the Finnish ontology, 84 concepts on the third level
(79 in English) belong to Class Mammalia and 35 (34) to
Class Aves.
C. Europarl corpus
The statistical keyphrase extraction method Likey requires
a reference corpus that is a sample of the general language.
We use English and Finnish parts of Europarl, European
Parliament plenary speeches [35] as the reference corpus.
Our preprocessing excludes all XML tags containing some
meta data and results in the sizes of 35 758 149 word tokens
in English and 22 676 344 word tokens in Finnish.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
Our concept hierarchy generation process is based on unsupervised learning. As ontologies are structured by default, in
this first approach we decided to select manually the maximum
number of clusters on each hierarchy level to simplify the
process of comparison to the reference ontology. In our
experiments, the maximum was two clusters on the first level
and ten clusters (5 + 5) on the second level. If the hierarchical
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Fig. 1.

Part of the reference ontology.

clustering was not able to find the total number of classes, a
smaller amount was accepted.
On the first level, we trained a 3x3-cell (5x5 cells in a
larger map) SOM with normalization of the variance and batch
training using SOM Toolbox3. On the second level, the map
size was slightly larger, 5x5 cells (7x7 cells). These sizes were
selected according to our preliminary tests where we found
that larger maps (up to 20x20 cells) do not perform very well.
Hierarchical clustering was carried out with correlation distance using complete linking scheme. In the preliminary tests,
we also used other distance measures (e.g. cosine and spearman) and linking schemes (single and average). Correlation
and cosine distance performed very similarly but spearman
distance usually slightly worse. Overall, the differences were
very small. Single and average linking had the problem that
with our implementation in Matlab there were cases where the
clustering could not be found.

B. Keyphrase extraction
The keyphrase extraction method uses only the plain text
portion of the Wikipedia HTML pages without any meta data
and is thus a language-independent approach. The Wikipedia
preprocessing produces plain text by removing HTML and
Wikipedia markup-specific tags, figures, tables, lists, links,
and references. Preprocessing for both Wikipedia articles and
Europarl reference corpora in Finnish and English removes
punctuation and changes numbers to a <NUM> tag. Note
that no stemming nor other linguistic filtering takes place in
this approach.
We selected the first 15 keyphrases from each article and
weighted them with a scaled Likey weight (Eq. 4) that might
decrease to zero. We used a threshold value 1/t = 0.01 since
in most of the documents the Likey ratio for the first 15
keyphrases is less than that. The resulting feature vectors have
934 features in English, and 1211 features in Finnish.
C. Tf-idf baseline
For tf-idf the same preprocessing as for efcc representation
was carried out. The number of features per document vector
were selected in the same manner than efcc representation,
described in section IV-A.
D. Results
The results of the experiments for English Wikipedia documents are given in Table II. The global taxonomic precision
(TP), recall (TR) and F-measure (TF) results for the three
feature extraction approaches are presented. For df-efcc-idf
and similarly for tf-idf, results for vectors with 100 features
(df-efcc-idf 100 and tfidf 100, respectively) and 913 features
(df-efcc-idf 913 and tfidf 913, respectively) are shown. Also
the results for Likey are presented. The results are calculated
as averages of the two different map sizes.
TABLE II
R ESULTS FOR E NGLISH FOR DIFFERENT REPRESENTATIONS . TP, TR, AND
TF STAND FOR GLOBAL TAXONOMIC PRECISION , RECALL AND
F- MEASURE , RESPECTIVELY.

A. Fuzzy-based representation
In the efcc feature extraction approach, the data was preprocessed in the following way. A set of stop words for each
language was used to remove common words. The HTMLspecific entities were converted to their corresponding characters or discarded, depending on the case. The punctuation
marks were also removed. Finally, suffixes were removed
using a language dependent stemmer: a standard implementation of Porter’s algorithm for English and Snowball Finnish
stemmer4 .
The number of features per document vector was chosen
to be 100 since that had been enough in our preliminary
tests. A second representation for both languages is selected
to be approximately the sizes used by the keyphrase extraction
method. The second vector size is 913 for English and 1157
for Finnish.
3 http://www.cis.hut.fi/somtoolbox/
4 http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/finnish/stemmer.html

Representation
df-efcc-idf 100
df-efcc-idf 913
Likey
tf-idf 100
tf-idf 913

TP
0.782
0.725
0.764
0.707
0.698

TR
0.900
0.956
0.886
0.853
0.869

TF
0.836
0.825
0.820
0.772
0.774

The second experiment is for the Finnish language with the
same parameters and representatons than for English, except
for the vector size of the second representation of df-efcc-idf
and tf-idf is 1157. The results are presented in Table III.
These results show that for both English and Finnish languages a level of about 80% in Taxonomic F-measure can be
achieved within the task of generating hierarchical structures.
For the Finnish language, the language-independent feature
extraction approach Likey does not perform as well as the
other approaches. Anyway, the stemming preprocessing step
is missing from the Likey results and that might explain the
poorer performance at least partly.
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TABLE III
R ESULTS FOR F INNISH FOR DIFFERENT REPRESENTATIONS . TP, TR, AND
TF STAND FOR GLOBAL TAXONOMIC PRECISION , RECALL AND
F- MEASURE , RESPECTIVELY.
Representation
df-efcc-idf 100
df-efcc-idf 1157
Likey
tf-idf 100
tf-idf 1157

TP
0.734
0.722
0.685
0.779
0.837

TR
0.872
0.852
0.841
0.847
0.865

TF
0.796
0.781
0.755
0.812
0.851

For the English language, the heuristic fuzzy logic-based dfefcc-idf performs better than the statistical approaches. This
is of course a natural result since df-efcc-idf exploits more
knowledge by using the semantic information of the HTML
structure.
The results seem to be not very consistent. This may be
due to the fact that a small difference in the SOM clustering
may have large effect in the resulting ontology. If SOM
were initialized randomly instead of using the default setting
of linear initialization along the two greatest eigenvectors,
different results could be obtained on different runs and more
precise results reached.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented an automated methodology
for concept hierarchy generation from a set of text documents.
We used three different representations of the documents:
1) a combination of rule-based stemming and fuzzy logicbased feature weighting and selection, 2) automatic keyphrase
extraction and 3) the traditional tf-idf measure with rule-based
stemming. The hierarchy generation has been run by a hierarchical approach of the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) together
with agglomerative hierarchical clustering. The experiments
have been conducted for English and Finnish to show the
applicability to different kinds of languages.
We used more than 100 Wikipedia articles about Animalia
as our data for both English and Finnish. We also created
reference ontologies out of the Wikipedia articles for both
languages. In the future work, a much larger collection of
Wikipedia articles could be used to obtain larger number of
levels in the ontology. We also want to exclude the information
about the amount of clusters needed for building the hierarchy.
Another future improvement consist of extracting concept
identifiers from the corpus instead of generating just the
taxonomy. Any of our representations could be utilized also
here.
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